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Vulcan is on a mission to make and leave the world a better place. For over 30 years, we’ve worked to deliver results
that make lasting impact on some of the world’s toughest challenges. Across Vulcan, everyone plays an important role
in helping to bring our mission to life.
Our work is powered by a culture of innovation, collaboration, and trust. With everything we do, we strive to embrace
diversity, equity, and inclusion because it makes our culture, and our work, better. Your commitment to this culture
ensures we solve big problems the right way, for the right reasons, while operating with the highest ethical standards.
Ethical behavior is more important than ever. That is why our Code of Conduct and Ethics (Code) formalizes specific
rules we all must abide by to maintain our integrity. We expect all Vulcan employees to demonstrate the ethical
behaviors outlined in this Code, as our integrity must remain uncompromised.
The Code does not address every possible ethical dilemma we may face. Rather, it provides a solid ethical foundation
that allows us to act with moral courage, arm ourselves with knowledge, and confront ethical issues directly. The
Code can also serve as a map to other company policies when issues arise. If you need clarity at any point, please
contact your manager or a team member in Compliance.
Thank you for your continued dedication to making Vulcan an ethical place to work.
Bill Hilf, Chief Executive Officer
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Our Code of Conduct and Ethics establishes the ethical
framework on which we conduct our business. The main
principles summarized in this document support our core
values of innovation, collaboration and trust – and inspire
us each day to do the right thing for the right reasons.

Execute Ethically

Avoid Improper Activity

We demonstrate integrity, passion, and excellence
through every business transaction.

We avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and
do not let personal interest cloud our decisions.

We step up to address tough challenges, knowing
that how we do things is just as important as the
results we deliver.

We recognize that the perception of improper conduct
can be as problematic as actual improper conduct.

Respect Others and Build
an Inclusive Workplace
We respect each other and strive to create a safe and
secure work environment.
We are fair in our employment practices and we’re on a
mission to actively weave diversity, equity, and inclusion
into the fabric of everything we do.

Abide by All Laws
We abide by all laws and regulations, while seeking
innovative solutions to hard problems.
Any violations of the law will certainly compromise
our mission at Vulcan. We know that we will not be
successful if our character and integrity are called
into question.

Vulcan Code of Conduct and Ethics

Maintain Financial and
Data Integrity
We ensure the integrity of our financial records, enabling
us to make informed decisions.
We manage and protect data privacy and information
assets appropriately and are committed to responsible
stewardship of company resources.

Make a Positive Impact
on our World
We enhance our working relationships and environment,
while making a positive impact on the world.
We pride ourselves on improving our world and
people’s lives.
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At Vulcan…
We strive to build a culture of innovation, collaboration and trust.
We demonstrate integrity, passion, and excellence through every business interaction.
We respect each other and strive to create a safe and inclusive work environment.
We abide by all laws and regulations, while seeking innovative solutions to hard problems.
We avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and do not let personal interest cloud our decisions.
We ensure the integrity of our financial records by establishing and following internal processes, controls,
and accounting principles.
We enhance our working relationships and environment, while making a positive impact on the world.
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A GUIDE FOR THINKING THROUGH
COMPLIANCE ISSUES
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Ethical dilemmas are not always clearcut. Some decisions require choosing
between two unappealing choices. When
faced with complex ethical dilemmas, stop
and consider the following: whether the
proposed action violates the law, whether
it aligns with Vulcan values, and how
others would react to your decision.
For guidance or assistance, consult with your
immediate manager or the Ethics Helpline.

If you are stuck in an ethical dilemma, the chart below can
be of assistance as you think through issues.
Does your manager
think it’s a good idea?
No

SLOW DOWN.
Get in touch with
compliance and talk
through your
options.
Call the HelpLine
855-792-6406

Are you comfortable with
other coworkers and your
family finding out about it?
No

Yes

Do the principles in our
Code of Conduct support
what you want to do?
No

Vulcan Code of Conduct and Ethics

Yes

GO FOR IT!
Everything looks
good here. But if you
still aren’t absolutely
sure, get in touch
with compliance and
talk it through.

Is it legal and have you
confirmed that none of our
policies prohibit it?
No

Email the
Compliance Team

Yes

Would you be comfortable if
your actions went viral?
No

Visit the
online
HelpLine

Yes

Yes
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RESPECT OTHERS AND BUILD
AN INCLUSIVE WORKPLACE
Respect for one another and for our workplace
environment is a fundamental value at Vulcan.
A Respectful Workplace Built on Trust
Vulcan believes in celebrating diverse voices. From internal initiatives to the communities and causes we support,
we’re on a mission to actively weave diversity, equity, and inclusion into the fabric of everything we do. We know
creating a vibrant, diverse culture at Vulcan isn’t only the right thing to do, it’s essential to help us achieve our
goals of improving the world through catalytic philanthropy, inspirational experiences, and scientific and
technological breakthroughs.

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Principles
We are an inclusive community that encourages an open exchange of ideas, actions and real-life
experiences. We learn from each other and share what we know.
We treat people and groups with fairness and respect based on their unique experiences.
We know that everyone sees the world differently; we respect their experiences and try to learn from them
to enrich our way of seeing the world.
We leverage the thinking of diverse groups for smarter ideation and decision making.
We equip our employees with the knowledge and awareness necessary to be inclusive leaders
that empower others, pay attention to diversity of thinking and psychological safety, and focus
on team cohesion.
Vulcan Code of Conduct and Ethics
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For further information, please refer to the
Relationships at Work and Standards or Conduct
policies.
A Safe Workplace
We maintain an absolute commitment to safety for
ourselves and others by complying with safety, health,
and environmental laws and practices. Threats or acts of
violence in the workplace will not be tolerated and should
be reported immediately.
For further information, refer to the Workplace
Violence Prevention policy and your location’s
Accident Prevention Program.
Communications and Social Media Usage
Our relationships with others are built on trust and
mutual understanding. We are committed to providing
the public and our business partners with honest,
accurate and consistent information. Only approved
Vulcan spokespeople may communicate on behalf of
Vulcan itself. However, we understand many Vulcan
employees are active on social media. As you engage
on social media, we encourage you to make it clear you
are speaking for yourself, not for the organization; to take
steps to protect confidential information about initiatives,
co-workers, partners, and Vulcan; and to avoid making
malicious, obscene, harassing or threatening posts, as
the same types of communications that are off-limits in
the workplace are prohibited on social media channels.

Maintain Financial and Data Integrity

Make a Positive Impact on Our World

Guidance for Social Media
Clearly identify your online posts as personal
and not necessarily reflective of the views
of Vulcan.
Protect confidential and sensitive information
about our organization, your coworkers,
our Founder, the Allen family, and our partners.
Remember the same kind of communications
that are off-limits in the workplace – including
malicious or obscene statements, as well as
statements based on race, sex, religion,
or other status – are prohibited on social
media channels.
Refrain from making negative comments about
our partners or competitors.
Respect copyright, fair use and trademark
laws.
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ABIDE BY
ALL LAWS
Any violations of the law will certainly
compromise our mission at Vulcan.
We will not be successful if our character
and integrity are called into question.

Make a Positive Impact on Our World
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Fair Competition

Trade Compliance

It is the right thing to do and in our best interest to
conduct business fairly and honestly, so that we can build
open and long-lasting relationships with our business
partners. Accordingly, we comply with all antitrust and
competition laws. Furthermore, we engage with our
business partners and competitors appropriately, and
never discuss or disclose competitive information.

We have a responsibility to comply with laws regarding
export and trade restrictions. Failure to follow these
important – and often complicated – requirements may
subject Vulcan to financial and criminal penalties.

The Fair Competition and Anti-Trust policy can
provide clear guidance on complying with fair
business practices.
Insider Trading
As Vulcan employees, we can be exposed to non-public
information about our Company and other entities with
which we conduct business. It is crucial for us to be
aware that trading in securities or tipping others on
making investment decisions based on inside information
is not only unethical, but also illegal.
The possession of insider information may limit your
ability to invest in certain classes of securities.

15 |

For further information, refer to the Global Trade:
Export and Import Controls policy.
Working with the Government
We have an obligation to follow the strict rules regarding
interactions with government officials and to avoid even
the appearance of impropriety. Laws and regulations
governing business relations with government entities are
often more stringent than those that govern the private
sector. Penalties for violating these laws and regulations
may result in sanctions and/or substantial fines, even
if the violation was inadvertent or well intended. We
have a responsibility to understand and comply with all
governing requirements and are committed to holding
ourselves to the highest standards of integrity.

Please review Inside Information and Trading in
Certain Restricted Securities for specifics on how
this may apply to you.
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AVOID IMPROPER ACTIVITY
While violations of the law will greatly impact
our ability to achieve our objectives, so will the
perceptions of our behaviors. In many cases,
the perception of improper conduct could be as
problematic as actual improper conduct.
Conflicts of Interest
When working on behalf of Vulcan, we must always act
ethically and in the best interests of our colleagues and
the Company. We avoid actual or apparent conflicts
of interest and do not let personal interest cloud our
ethical decisions or get in the way of the Company’s best
interest. In circumstances where a conflict of interest
or the appearance of a conflict of interest cannot be
avoided, we must disclose the situation via Disclosure
Central as soon as we become aware of it.
For further information, refer to the Conflicts of
Interest policy.

Vulcan Code of Conduct and Ethics
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Gifts and Entertainment

Anti-Corruption

We recognize that business practices regarding giftgiving and entertainment may vary among different
countries and business environments. Vulcan relies on
our sound judgment to avoid receiving or giving gifts and/
or entertainment when such behavior potentially creates
or appears to create an unfair advantage.

We dedicate ourselves to doing the right thing. As such,
Vulcan will not tolerate bribery or any other form of
corruption. Bribery is a form of corruption that involves
offering something of value for the purposes of gaining
an unfair business advantage. We will be forthright in our
dealings with government officials, competitors, business
partners, and each other. We are committed to complying
with Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption laws, such as the
United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the
United Kingdom Bribery Act, that govern our business
activities in the United States and around the world.
Violations can not only subject us to severe penalties,
but can also damage our reputation.

We never try to influence actions or decisions by
giving or promising gifts and/or entertainment. This
is particularly true with regard to interactions with
government officials. There are strict limitations on gifts/
entertainment provided to government officials and we
must never violate these rules. Similarly, we never accept
gifts or entertainment that may influence our actions or
decisions.
For further information, refer to the
Conflicts of Interest policy.
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For further information, refer to the Anti-Bribery
and Anti-Corruption policy.
Political Activities

Place Vulcan’s interests ahead of your
personal interest or gains.

Guidance for
Gifts and Entertainment

Disclose any actual or potential conflict of
interest via Disclosure Central

Refuse gifts in excess of nominal value.
Nominal value is considered to be $200.00
or less.

Avoid any situation that could be perceived
as improper.

Avoid Improper Activity

Refuse gifts that would influence or appear to
influence personal judgement.

Vulcan has the right and the responsibility to advocate
on issues that help us fulfill our mission, while complying
with applicable political lobbying regulations. While only
approved individuals can conduct lobbying activities
on behalf of Vulcan, we encourage our employees to
participate in the political process and to participate in
personal political activities on their own time using their
own resources.

Refrain from offering gifts to secure
preferential treatment.
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MAINTAIN FINANCIAL
AND DATA INTEGRITY
We ensure the integrity of our financial
records by establishing and following internal
processes, controls, and accounting principles.
We manage and protect data privacy
and information assets appropriately
and are committed to responsible
stewardship of company resources.
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Financial Integrity and Recordkeeping
As an organization, accurate data is critical to moving
our mission forward. Our initiatives are funded, executed
and evaluated based on information we retain and
report. Our financial data must be beyond reproach as
any inconsistencies will adversely affect our ability to
partner with other companies, governments and NonGovernment Organizations (NGOs).
A successful operation is supported by accurate,
complete, and honest recordkeeping. What we record
and report should meet all regulatory requirements, and
more importantly, enable us to make informed decisions.
We retain and dispose of all records according to our
policy and the law.
For further information, refer to the Records and
Information Management policy.

Make a Positive Impact on Our World

Travel in particular is an area that impacts many
employees. For specifics on how to maximize our
investments in travel, please refer to the Travel and
Expense policy.
For further information, refer to the Stewardship
of Company Resources and Intellectual Property,
Open Data and Open Source policies.

Guidance for Protection
of Company Assets
Handle Vulcan property with care.
Refrain from using Vulcan property for
personal use.
Privacy & Data Protection

Protection of Company Assets
As trusted Vulcan employees, we understand the
importance of protecting what is ours and making the
best use of our valuable assets. We make sure to use
our resources efficiently for legitimate business purposes
and also take great care to protect both physical and
intangible assets from waste, misuse, loss, or theft.
Vulcan is also committed to responsible stewardship of
company resources.

Vulcan Code of Conduct and Ethics

Maintain Financial and Data Integrity

We are committed to protecting our employees’ personal
data while also respecting and protecting the proprietary
information of Vulcan, the Estate, the Trust and the Allen
Family. Vulcan, the Estate, the Trust, the Allen Family, our
business partners and other stakeholders entrust their
information with us and we will never violate their trust.
For further information, refer to the
NDA Use and Signing policy.
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MAKE A POSITIVE IMPACT
ON OUR WORLD
Core to Vulcan’s mission is a commitment to translate Paul’s vision into results that make a positive impact on the
world. We should keep this mission in mind in our roles at Vulcan and our lives outside the workplace. Together,
we can help make a difference in our community and across the globe.

Corporate Social Responsibility and
Environmental Sustainability
Collectively, we envision the future and devote ourselves
to making a positive impact on the world. Individually,
Vulcan encourages us to participate in local activities as
private citizens, addressing social needs, and improving
the communities in which we live and work. Together, we
are dedicated to fulfilling our corporate responsibilities
and fostering good relations with communities worldwide.
Sustainability is at the core of how we conduct business.
To change the world for the better, we are committed to
reducing environmental harm by promoting sustainable
projects that conserve natural resources.
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REPORTING ETHICAL AND
COMPLIANCE CONCERNS
Vulcan hired you for your intelligence, expertise, and
professional judgment.
However, it is not always easy to make ethical decisions.
When in doubt, Vulcan encourages you to protect the
Company by sharing your concerns with a member
of Vulcan management, Human Resources, Finance,
Compliance or Legal Department, or by contacting
the Vulcan Ethics Helpline at 1-855-792-6406 (or
click here for international dialing instructions)
or at vulcan.ethicspoint.com.
The Ethics Helpline provides us with the option to report
questionable behavior or to ask questions and seek
advice anonymously. Remember, Vulcan will always
protect employees from any form of retaliation as long as
they report potential misconduct in good faith.
For further information, refer to the Open
Communication policy and No Retaliation policy.
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VULCAN POLICY INDEX
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Because Vulcan is engaged in a wide range of projects and activities, most employees will find guidance
here for any ethical questions they may face. We encourage you to consult the following resources
during the course of your work at Vulcan:
Acceptable Use

Relationships at Work

Anti-Bribery and Anti-Corruption

Standards of Conduct

Conflicts of Interest

Stewardship of Company Resources

Fair Competition and Anti-Trust

Trading in Certain Restricted Securities

Global Trade: Export and Import Controls

Travel and Expense

Inside Information

Workplace Violence Prevention

Intellectual Property, Open Data and Open Source
NDA Use and Signing
No Retaliation
Open Communication
Records and Information Management
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Have questions or concerns? Contact the Vulcan Ethics Helpline
at 1-855-792-6406 or at vulcan.ethicspoint.com.
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